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ABSTRACT

Recent publications have related long-term varlations In
cosmic ray intensity at the earth with long term varlations
in the tilt of the neutral sheet In the inner helzosphere.
In this paper we compare the tilt of the neutral sheet from
1971 to 1974 with the cosm/c ray intensity at earth, recorded
by the Mr. Washington neutron monitor. The remarkable large
decreases in cosmic ray intensity which occurred zn 1973 and
1974 correlate well with excursions in the t11t of the

neutral sheet which occurred earlier durlng these same two
years.

INTRODUCTION= Recently Hoeksema et al. [1982, 1983] have
determined the structure of the heliospheric current sheet,
computed on a source surface at 2.35 solar radii, using solar
magnetograph data from the Stanford Solar Observatory. They
note that the extent in latitude of the neutral sheet slowly
increased from _15 ° near sunspot minimum in 1976, to _50 ° by
1978, and extending nearly to the poles by solar maxlmum.
Simllar behavior has been noted earlier by Saito [1975,
1984]; in Figure 1 examples of the neutral sheet
configurationnear solarminimum (1954)and closeto solar
maximum (1968-69) are shown. The sheet is obtaired by
drawing the Parker spirals from the interplanetary neutral
llne on the solar source surface (the central sphere), where
the source surface sphere with real radius of 2.6 solar radii
Is exaggerated in the figure to a radius of 30 solar radii
for clarity. The outer sphere, which has a radius of one
astronomical unlt, shows the neutral sheet configuration near
the earth.

The neutral sheet, as dlsplayed In Figure I, w111 of
course extend well beyond the earth, presumably to the limits
of the helzosphere, and will therefore Influence the
trajectorles of Incoming galactic cosmic rays which w111
eventually be detected at the earth. It would seem probable
that a greater inclination of the current sheet (from its
position at solar minimum), with its accompanying enhanced
warping, would present a potentially longer path for galactlc
cosmic rays between the heliopause and the earth, and would
lead to a reduction in cosmic ray intensity at the earth.
Kota and Jokipii [1983] have calculated particle trajectories
in a 3-dimenslonal IMF, incorporating a wavy neutral sheet,
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ABSTRACT 

Recent publications have related long-term varlations In 
cosmic ray lntensity at the earth with long term varlations 
in the tilt of the neutral sheet In the inner hellosphere. 
In this paper we compare the tilt of the neutral sheet from 
1971 to 1974 with the cosmlC ray intensity at earth, recorded 
by the Nt. Washington neutron monitor. The remarkable large 
decreases in cosmic ray intensity which occurred In 1973 and 
1974 correlate well with excursions in the tllt of the 
neutral sheet which occurred earlier durlng these same two 
years. 

INTRODUCTION: Recently Hoeksema et ale [1982, 1983] have 
determined the structure of the heliospheric current sheet, 
computed on a source surface at 2.35 solar radii, using solar 
magnetograph data from the stanford Solar Observatory. They 
note that the extent in latitude of the neutral sheet slowly 
increased from~l5° near sunspot minimum in 1976, to N50° by 
1978, and extending nearly to the poles by solar maXlmum. 
Simllar behavior has been noted earlier by Saito [1975, 
1984]; in Figure 1 examples of the neutral sheet 
configuration near solar minimum (1954) and close to solar 
maximum (1968-69) are shown. The sheet is obtaired by 
drawing the Parker spirals from the interplanetary neutral 
line on the solar source surface (the central sphere), where 
the source surface sphere with real radius of 2.6 solar radii 
is exaggerated in the figure to a radius of 30 solar radii 
for clarity. The outer sphere, which has a radius of one 
astronomical unlt, shows the neutral sheet configuration near 
the earth. 

The neutzal sheet, as d1splayed 1n Flguze I, wlll of 
couzse extend well beyond the eazth, pzesumably to the limits 
of the hel10spheze, and will thezefoze 1nfluence the 
tzajectozles of lncoming galactic cosmic zays which wlll 
eventually be detected at the eazth. It would seem pzobable 
that a gzeatez inclination of the cuzzent sheet (fzom its 
position at solaz minimum), with its accompanying enhanced 
wazping, would pzesent a potentially longez path foz galactlc 
cosmic zays between the heliopause and the eazth, and would 
lead to a zeduction in cosmic zay intensity at the earth. 
Kota and Jokipii [1983] have calculated pazticle trajectozies 
in a 3-dimenslonal IMP, incorpozating a wavy neutral sheet, 
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199t 1968-1969

FIG. i. Neutral sheet configuration between the sun and the
earth near solar minlmum (1954) aand near solar maximum
(1968-69).

for both polarltles of the sun's polar magnetic field. They
flnd that, when the field Is away from the sun in the sun's
northern hemisphere (qA+), cosmic rays enter the heliosphere
preferentially by way of the poles, while for the opposlte
magnetlc conflguratlon (qA-) cosmic rays enter preferentially
via the neutral sheet. By Incorporating a tilt angle for the
neutral sheet that is small near solar minimum and larger at
solar maxlmum, they are able to account for th_ variation in
cosmlc ray intenslty at the earth during the two solar cycles
from 1958 to 1980.

Smith and Thomas [1985] have used the data of Hoeksema et
al. [1982, 1983] to determine the inclinatlon of the neutral
sheet from 1976 to 1982, and they have compared the
lncllnatlon with cosmlc ray intensity at earth measured by
the Deep River neutron monitor, and with cosmic ray intensity
measurements In space made by Pioneer I0 as it proceeded from
i0 to 30 AU. They note, as was predicted by Kota and Jokipii
[1983], that the sensitivlty of the cosmic ray intenslty to
changes In the tllt of the neutral sheet was signlficantly
dlfferent before and after the reversal of the heliospheric
magnet zc field. They observed a good correlation between
increaszng tzlt angle and decreasing cosmic ray intensity,
wlth the sensitlvity being enhanced when the field was inward
in the northern solar hemlsphere (qA-).

In this paper we examlne the correlation between the
incllnatlon of the neutral sheet between 1971 and 1974 and
the cosmlc ray zntensity at the earth as measured by the Mt.
Washlngton neutron monltor dur Ing that per iod.
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FIG. 1. Neutral sheet configuration between the sun and the 
earth near solar min1mum (1954) aand near solar maximum 
(1968-69) . 

for both polar1t1es of the sun's polar magnetic field. They 
f1nd that, when the field 1S away from the sun in the sun's 
northern hemisphere (qA+), cosmic rays enter the heliosphere 
preferentially by way of the poles, while for the Oppos1te 
magnetlc conflgurat1on (qA-) cosmic rays enter preferentially 
via the neutral sheet. By lncorporating a tilt angle for the 
neutral sheet that is small near solar minimum and larger at 
solar maX1mum, they are able to account for tHe variation in 
cosm1C ray lntens1ty at the earth during the two solar cycles 
from 1958 to 1980. 

Smith and Thomas [1985] have used the data of Hoeksema et 
al. [1982, 1983] to determine the inclinat10n of the neutral 
sheet from 1976 to 1982, and they have compared the 
1ncl1nat1on with cosm1C ray intensity at earth measured by 
the Deep R1ver neutron monitor, and with cosmic ray intensity 
measurements In space made by Pioneer 10 as it proceeded from 
10 to 30 AU. They note, as was predicted by Kota and Jokipii 
{1983], that the sensitiv1ty of the cosmic ray intens1ty to 
changes 1n the t1lt of the neutial sheet was sign1ficantly 
dlfferent before and after the reversal of the heliospheric 
maqnetlc field. They observed a good correlation between 
1ncreaslng t1lt angle and decreasing cosmic ray intenSity, 
w1th the sensit1vity being enhanced when the field was 1nward 
in the northern solar hem1sphere (qA-). 

In this paper we exam1ne the correlation between the 
1ncl1nat1on of the neutral sheet between 1971 and 1974 and 
the cosm1C ray 1ntensity at the earth as measured by the Mt. 
Wash1ngton neutron monltor dur1ng that period. 
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FIG. 2. (Top) Mr. Washington Neutron Monitor monthly average
counting rate for 1971-1975, with intensity scale inverted,
and (bottom) the average inclination of the neutral sheet for
each solar rotation for 1971-1974.

DATA: K-Corona data have been used to determine the con-
flguratlon of the hellomagnetospherlc neutral sheet, and the
incllnatlon has been obtained for every Carrington rotatlon
from 1971 to 1974. The basic data are the synoptic charts of
K-corona intensity from 1971 to 1974. The latitude of the
neutral llne A (_) for a certain longitude _ Is obtained as
AA(_) = 1/2 o{A (_) + A (_)), where A. and A_ indicate the
l_tztudes of N S sthe northern and southern borders of the bright
K-coronal belt at longitude _. We define the tllt of the
neutral sheet as the angle between the plane fitted to the

various values of A° (_), for one rotation, and the hello-
graphic equator. The average inclination angles for each
rotation are displayed at the bottom of Figure 2. At the top
of the Figure the monthly average Mt. Washington neutron
monitor counting rate is displayed [Lockwood and Webber,
1984], wlth the scale inverted i.e., intensity increases in
the downward dlrection. The rate is normalized to 100 =
2506. In addition to the general correlation between the
cosmic ray Intenszty and the inclination angle over the
entire period, we note two very marked decreases in cosmic
ray intensity In 1972; these are labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 2.
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FIG. 2. (Top) Mt. Washlngton Neutron Monitor monthly average 
countlng rate for 1971-1975, wlth lntensity scale Inverted, 
and (bottom) the average Incllnat10n of the neutral sheet for 
each ~olar rotatlon for 1971-1974. 

DATA: K-Corona data have been used to determine the con
fIguratIon of the hellomagnetospherlc neutral sheet, and the 
inclInatIon has been obtaIned for every Carrington rotatIon 
from 1971 to 1974. The baSIC data are the synoptIC charts of 
K-corona Intensity from 1971 to 1974. The latItude of the 
neutral llne ho (~) for a certaIn longItude ~ IS obtaIned as 
h (~) = 1/2 {AN(~) + AS(~)}' where AN and AS lndlcate the 
19t1tudes of the northern and southern borders of the brIght 
K-coronal belt at longltude~. We deflne the tllt of the 
neutral sheet as the angle between the plane fitted to the 
varlOUS values of h (~), for one rotatIon, and the helIO
graphic equator. °The average Inclination angles for each 
rotat10n are d1splayed at the bottom of Figure 2. At the top 
of the Flgure the monthly average Mt. Washlngton neutron 
mon1tor countlng rate 1S displayed [Lockwood and Webber, 
1984], w1th the scale lnverted i.e., lntensity lncreases In 
t.he downward dnection. The rate is normallzed to 100 
2506. In addition to the general correlation between the 
cosmic ray 1ntens1ty and the Inclination angle over the 
entlre perlod, we note two very marked decreases in cosm1C 
ray 1ntens1ty 1n 1972; these are labeled 1 and 2 1n Figure 2. 
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These decreases are due to events on the sun, and are not
related to any changes in the neutral sheet. The most marked
of these decrases (#2) occurred zn August 1972 and was so
energetlc that It was observed even by underground muon
telescopes at Embudo and Socorro (wzth threshold regldltles

19 GV and 45 GV), as well as by neutron monltors [Swlnson,
1973].

The other two notable cosmlc ray intenslty decreases
occurred in 1973 and 1974 and they have not thus far been
accounted for. They are labeled A and B in Flgure 2. These
two large intenslty decreases were preceded by two large
excursions in the Incllnatlon of the neutral sheet, also
labeled A and B in Flgure 2. In llght of thls, as well as
the prevzous observatzons, It seems reasonable to ascrlbe the
intenslty decreases to the excurslons In the incllnatlon of
the neutral sheet. The delay between the maxlmum Inclination
of the neutral sheet and the subsequent mlnzmum In cosmlc ray
intensity can be accounted for by noting that.the incllna-
tlons noted In Figure 2 are observed at the solar source
surface, and this pattern has to be carried out to the outer
hellosphere at the solar wlnd speed before incomlng galactic
cosmic rays realzze its full effect.

These correlations between cosmlc ray intensity and the
incllnatlon of the neutral sheet provlde further support for
the gradlent drift model of cosmlc ray modulatlon.
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These dec~eases a~e due to events on the sun, and a~e not 
~elated t~o any changes In the neut~al sheet. The most ma~ked 
of these decrases (#2) occu~~ed In August 1972 and was so 
energetIc that It~ was obse~ved even by unde~ground muon 
telescopes at Embudo and Soco~~o (wIth th~eshold ~egldlties 

19 GVand 45 GV), as well as by neut~on monlto~s [Swlnson, 
1973). 

The othe~ two notable cosmlC ray Intenslty dec~eases 
occu~~ed In 1973 and 1974 and they have not t~hus fa~ been 
accounted fo~. They a~e labeled A and B ln Flgu~e 2. These 
two la~ge IntensIty dec~eases we~e p~eceded by two large 
excurSions In the InclInatIon of the neut~al sheet, also 
labeled A and B In FIgu~e 2. In lIght of thIS, as well as 
the p~evious obse~vatlons, It seems ~easonable to asc~lbe the 
Intenslty dec~eases to the eXCU~Slons ln the Inclinatlon of 
the neut~al sheet. The delay between the maXlmum lncllnatlon 
of the neut~al sheet and the subsequent mlnlmum In cosmlC ~ay 
Intens ity can be accounted fo~ by notlng that~ t~he lncllna
tlons noted ln Flgure 2 are observed at the solar source 
surface, and thlS patte~n has to be ca~~led out to the outer 
hellosphere at the sola~ wlnd speed befo~e Incomlng galactlc 
cosmIC rays ~ealize Its full effect. 

These cor~elatlons between cosmIC ray lntenslty and the 
lncllnation of the neutral sheet provIde further support for 
the gradient drlft model of cosmlC ray modulatlon. 
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